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ANNATOCIA 

Proper education teaches the child to reasonable prohibitions. The world in which the child lives 

should be spacious for him, but protect both the child and others from problematic activity of 

the child. It is good when a child has both a sense of freedom and an understanding of reasonable 

boundaries. 
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A family is a special kind of collective that plays the main, long-term and most important role 

in upbringing: acceptance of the child, i.e. the child is accepted as he is empathy (empathy)- an 

adult looks through the eyes of a child at problems, accepts his position congruity-suggests an 

adequate attitude on the part of an adult to what is happening, and going in the right direction..  

Family education styles :  

1. Democratic 

2. Authoritarian  

3. Conniving 

Any business has its own rules: both in traffic on the road, and in the matter of education. 

Children should know the rules of life, and parents should know the rules of upbringing. 

Male and female approaches to parenting have their own characteristics. The masculine 

approach is more demanding. The female approach is different, more often it is the ideology of 

"non-education", the ideology of "just living with the child, just loving the child". Perhaps it is 

for this reason that the idea of proper parenting is closer to men and less readily accepted by 

women. 

Proper education teaches the child to reasonable prohibitions. The world in which the child lives 

should be spacious for him, but protect both the child and others from problematic activity of 

the child. It is good when a child has both a sense of freedom and an understanding of reasonable 

boundaries. Bans should be stable, strict, and clear. If everything is forbidden to the child, but 

the prohibitions are "straw" - the child learns not to respect the prohibitions. If the prohibitions 

are numerous, incomprehensible, and unpredictable, it is very difficult to navigate in such a 

world. Numerous prohibitions make the child's world small and cramped, and it is difficult to 

live in such a world. In response to the child's request, the first wish of a loving parent is the 

desire to allow, but the second point is that parents should think. If it is correct to refuse the 

child, then it is necessary to refuse. Calmly and firmly say no - this is normal and is the natural 

right of the senior. However, it may be useful to explain under what conditions the child's wish 

can be fulfilled. 
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Logo of Psychologos, a psychology website 

Proper parenting is an education based on rules and going in the right direction. Any business 

has its own rules: both in traffic on the road, and in the matter of education. Children should 

know the rules of life, and parents should know the rules of upbringing. 

Male and female approaches to parenting have their own characteristics. The masculine 

approach is more demanding. The female approach is different, more often it is the ideology of 

"non-education", the ideology of "just living with the child, just loving the child". Perhaps it is 

for this reason that the idea of proper parenting is closer to men and less readily accepted by 

women. 

Proper education teaches the child to reasonable prohibitions. The world in which the child lives 

should be spacious for him, but protect both the child and others from problematic activity of 

the child. It is good when a child has both a sense of freedom and an understanding of reasonable 

boundaries. Bans should be stable, strict, and clear. If everything is forbidden to the child, but 

the prohibitions are "straw" - the child learns not to respect the prohibitions. If the prohibitions 

are numerous, incomprehensible, and unpredictable, it is very difficult to navigate in such a 

world. Numerous prohibitions make the child's world small and cramped, and it is difficult to 

live in such a world. In response to the child's request, the first wish of a loving parent is the 

desire to allow, but the second point is that parents should think. If it is correct to refuse the 

child, then it is necessary to refuse. Calmly and firmly say no - this is normal and is the natural 

right of the senior. However, it may be useful to explain under what conditions the child's wish 

can be fulfilled. 

In the zone of freedom (in the zone of permissions), the child should be guided by the best choice 

preference line. The child is grateful when in the zone of freedom he is not abandoned, but 

offered what is most preferable. It's like being led by the hand in the best possible way. This is 

a game, an engagement... - not violence, but guiding the child on the best route. 

To educate means to instill in children things that are not quite natural for them. Cleaning up, 

brushing your teeth, going to bed, doing homework-this is not always a pleasure for children. If 

you manage to make these activities interesting and attractive for children, this is good luck, 

but if such a maneuver fails, children will most likely begin to resist what their elders want 

from them. The main points that determine whether parenting is going right or wrong: 

Contact with the child. The belief that the child is always good! 

The negative is only forced, it is not typical. Don't hit me! To understand. 

Positive attitude is predominant. Praise 

There is freedom! Experiments are supported 

Mistakes are not allowed, but are corrected (as far as possible) by the child himself. Energy of 

the caregiver 

With proper education, the following methods are mainly used: 

Play, engage, 

Distraction, switching of attention, explanation, indirect and direct suggestions. 

Discipline or how to raise children 

Parenting is not such a big problem if you mean the following:help your child help themselves, 

help them learn to live and play with others, carefully explore new things, deal with their 

feelings, and develop their interests. 
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It's not easy at all. There is no magic "right way". The way you discipline or raise your child 

depends on all the thingsthat make your family different from others. Disciplineis not about 

getting your child to do what you want them to do. You can't force a toddler to be a "holoshim"; 

of course, some kids stop doing things you don't like after yelling and slapping them to please 

you. 

Children are most disobedient when their parentsare constantly busy with their own affairs, 

are very stressed or are going through difficult times. Therefore, it is important to remember 

that children usually repeat the behavior of their parents. And being aware of this 

responsibility, pay attention to how you behave, as children absorb everything like a "sponge". 

How to raise children without shouting and threats 

Not snapping at children is one of the most difficult tasks for a parent. But it's also the most 

important one. When we punish a child, we pass on a pattern of behavior and trigger an endless 

cycle of negative and hurtful emotions. Today, on Children's Day, we decided to share the main 

thoughts of psychologists and researchers from the books "Punishments are useless!"and" 

Discipline without drama". 

Set clear rules and don't break them yourself 

Emotional contact and attachment to a child does not mean that they are allowed to do 

everything without exception. Just the opposite! True love for children consists in outlining 

clear boundaries of what is allowed in front of them, thus ordering their lives. Family rules will 

help your child better respond to the rules and laws that await them in their adult life: at school, 

at university, and at work. 

It is important to remember that the rules must be followed by all family members. If you decide 

that you can't enter your parents ' room without knocking, the same applies to your child's room. 

If you can't eat sweets right after lunch, then everyone in the family should behave the same. 
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